One of the finest artisan spirits in the world is crafted in the most unlikely
of places.
If you are into “impact” mixology and also the Gredos (an unlikely but
symbiotic pair), you most definitely want to sample the botanical concoction we present this afternoon.
Voted the #1 London Dry (Spain) in 2018 and again in 2019 at the World
Gin Awards, the Monti “Madrid” bottling of London Dry Gin is a 100%
hand-made exercise with 15 botanicals at its base (including Angelica and
Lily root plus two types of cinnamon and coriander seed) and some of the
most exquisite UNFILTERED mineral spring water you will ever taste.
Why is this a big deal?
The water is from high up in the Sierra de Guadarrama, a pristine mountain park north of Madrid with springs reaching 2000+ meters in elevation (the mountains rise to over 2500+
meters). There’s snow in the winter and pine forest that cascades down to Arizona-like desert rock mountain
faces that have a kinship with Camelback Mountain in Phoenix. The area provides some of the purest mountain
water imaginable with a wild and untamed “spirit” that harkens to the same in the Gredos.
The resulting London Dry Gin is among the most passionate and finest in the world. Superbly integrated, the
olfactory and palate sensations are a unique mix of botanical scents and flavors with only the slightest nod to juniper (but a world of other magnetic and crystal-clear wonders that envelop and entice). The alcohol is blended
with expertise, the texture is exquisite, captivating and never aggressive - each parcel is limited to 90-100 bottles
(bottles, not cases) to insure the hand-made aesthetic is maintained in every vessel.
If you are an enthusiast of the finest and most interesting spirits in the world, todays subject is hardly available
outside of Europe but it is more than worth the search - there’s a reason it is so highly thought of - it’s a stunning
spirit that cannot be denied!
A modern Martini extravaganza waiting to happen!
- Jon Rimmerman

By Jon Rimmerman
ABOUT THE WINERY
Gin Monti is the first product product to market from Huerta Jalon, a small, family-run distillery that traces it
history producuing distillates back 4 generations. Founded in 2015 by three siblings and some business partners, they focus on producing quality products based on the finest raw materials.
The distillery is located in the picturesque town of Los Molinos (in the northwest of Madrid province) at the
foot of the Sierra de Guadarrama national park.

